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INTRODUCTIONS
• Management body for the two Riverside CIDs
• Chair the Mbombela CID Forum which has a close
relationship and plays an advisory role to the City of
Mbombela re: urban management and the
partnership between the CIDs and the City
• Assist other communities and municipalities to
develop partnerships and address urban a
management in their towns/areas
• Manage projects through its project management
NPC, Spaces Places Partnerships and Projects (SP3)
• Shivon our GM and Jessica our Marketing Manager

BACKGROUND TO THE RIVERSIDE CIDs

Riverside Park CID and Riverside Industrial CID
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Riverside Park CID - Context
Current Riverside Park CID

• Riverside Park CID
• Planning and development of the
node commenced 1995
• CID was established in 2004 and
operationalised in 2009
• A strong development node that
has grown significantly
•
•
•

Phase 1 –1995 to 2009
Phase 2 - 2010
Phase 3 – Recently approved, which
increases the gross area by 193 ha of
which 77 ha are developable, with the
balance being roads and private open
green space.

Expanded Riverside Park CID
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CONTENTS
• Riverside Park CID
• Current Size: 202 ha and recently
expanded by another 193 Ha
• Number of properties: 345 owned
by 295 owners
• Mixed use precinct
• Total municipal value: R4.41 bn
• Annual operating budget = R 4.5m

Riverside Industrial Park CID
• Riverside Industrial CID
• Established in 2015
• Covers an area of ± 35 ha
• Established light industrial park
• Consists of 118 properties
• Owned by 53 owners
• Total municipal value: R 521
million
• Annual operating budget = R 2.5m

Riverside Park CID

Riverside Park CID

VISIONING EXERCISE AND OUTCOMES

Riverside Park CID and Riverside Industrial CID

Visioning exercise
• 2018 we engaged Walter Fieuw of Making of
Cities to assist us in a visioning journey for
Riverside.
• We asked ourselves: Where did we want our
precinct to be in 20 to 30 years time and
how do we structure and manage the
precinct accordingly to land up there?
• Facilitated workshop with township
developer (Halls Properties), property
owners, Municipal officials, major tenants
and professional service providers was held.

Visioning exercise - Outcomes
• Vision Statement : Riverside: Nature’s Neighbourhoods
Riverside is a growing and vibrant mixed-use precinct in the City of
Mbombela with a ﬂourishing economy and a pristine riverside
environment, where places are safe and secure, efﬁciently managed and
people enjoy active lifestyles. In Riverside all people have equitable
opportunities for success and happiness.

• 5 themes emerged which are captured in position papers, namely:
•
•
•
•
•

Urban structure and form
Centre of opportunity
A city in nature
Places for people
Safe places

Visioning exercise - Giving affect to the
outcomes
3 priorities identified and actioned, namely:
1. The Greater Riverside Biodiversity Initiative –
stitching all the green belts and riverine areas
together in an integrated managed green belt.
“A place to conserve and connect”
2. Revising and updating our urban design
framework to align it with the outcomes of the
visioning exercise and desired urban structure
and form; and
3. A place making marketing strategy and brand
make over to align and give affect to the vision
and themes.

MARKETING STRATEGY PROCESS AND OUTCOME

Riverside Park CID and Riverside Industrial CID

MARKETING STRATEGY PROCESS
• Engaged Shift to assist us and an inclusive strategy
process was undertaken together with:
• The two CIDs’ Boards
• Place and partnership influencers
• Our executive Team
• Focus was to uncover critical insights about the:
people and the place in equal.
• Site visits just before March 2020, with most of the
work done during Covid-19 lockdown
• Ecosystem tool was used, which is founded on
service design thinking.
• The project has moved through the creative stages
of:
• Discovery and Exchange, and
• Mapping, and Manifestation

MARKETING STRATEGY PROCESS
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Discovery &
Deep Dive

Exchange &
Exploration

Strategy
Mapping

Brand Development &
Implementation

High engagement and iterative
phase at the outset of the
project, this stage provides the
foundation from which the
place brand, marketing vision
and goals can be reviewed, and
future strategies and plans
crafted.

This stage allows for interactive
testing of ideas articulated and
explored with key stakeholders
and influencers.

This stage involves the full
development and fleshing out of
the brand and marketing
strategy.

This stage involves the
implementation of the strategy
by the Riverside marketing
team, with Shift onboarded to
develop the new Riverside
single brand identity and
application examples.

Linked stages

Linked stages

Initial project

Second project

MARKETING
THE 5 PILLARS OF RIVERSIDE
• Five themes emerged
from engagements.

Strategic pillars
for RIVERSIDE

• Strategic marketing pillars with
‘campaign-able’ interventions.

1. Local Leads

• Pillars are Riverside’s strategic
competitive advantage areas

3. The Voice Of One Place

• Must be continually built upon
to remain valuable

5. World Of Operations

2. Business And More
4. The Green Outdoors

MARKETING
THE 5 PILLARS OF RIVERSIDE

DEVELOPMENT AND
ROLL OUT OF THE
RIVERSIDE ONE BRAND

RIVERSIDE MARKETING PLAN
• The Riverside marketing plan details the different elements involved in implementing and
growing the brand and communication efforts.
• Riverside, as a mature urban CID, identified the need to begin building its sense of place, and
step in line with best-practice thinking around place brands used locally and abroad.

• The onboarding of a single Riverside brand identity does away with the individual CID brands of
the past and has many benefits:
• This ‘focused’ Riverside marketing plan will, over time, create a strongly recognisable brand and
build brand equity, driving preferential positioning of Riverside as a destination of choice, be it for
leisure, residential, investment, retail, or business.
• With the distillation of clear value propositions, targeted messaging, and energetic brand
narratives, Riverside will be confident in driving a whole new style to the market.
• The singular place value proposition for Riverside as a destination amplifies efforts to attract and
retain customers through integrating offerings that are currently independent of one another.
• The clarity that a single-minded vision brings means marketing budgets and resources can be
optimised, resulting in greater operating efficiency and cost-saving.

RIVERSIDE MARKETING PLAN
• The one brand marketing plan aims to trigger a visual process of
brand renewal across both CIDs.
• The aim of the plan is to collapse the two independent brands into
one place or destination brand, which is a significant step forward in
onboarding a place marketing approach as opposed to a solely CID
operationally-focussed drive.
• Riverside will be promoted as a destination precinct in which
multiple place offerings and sectors are accommodated – no
fragmentation across different CID platforms.
• The role of the CID as driver, operator and custodian of Riverside –
the place remains the base upon which all place activation,
management and growth rests.

• The plan directly supports the objective to build a visible ‘sense of
place’ across the precinct, literally and digitally.

RIVERSIDE MARKETING PLAN

• In creating the right approach
to the marketing framework
pictured here is an example of
the implementation plan that
has been documented to track
progress.

RIVERSIDE ONE BRAND ROLL-OUT
• THE WAVES
Immediately reflective of the Crocodile and the Nels Rivers
that flow through Riverside and Mbombela, the wave
element of the logo also denotes the evolving nature of
this mixed-use place and the layers that make it as unique
as it is.
• THE COLOURS
The strong and recognizable “teal blue” of the Riverside
Park CID logo has been brightened up and retained as the
primary colour for the Riverside logo.
• The green wave ties in the colouring of the Riverside
Industrial CID logo, while the golden/yellow references the
warmth of the place

• THE LETTER ‘R’
The ‘R’ has been a strong identifier for both the
Riverside CIDs and has once again been drawn
out at the anchor for the place identity. Standing
alone in symbol form and repeated in the full
RIVERSIDE articulation, the choice of an ‘open’
letter aims to give an overall sense of flow to the
brand.

RIVERSIDE ONE BRAND ROLL-OUT
EVOLUTION OF THE RIVERSIDE LOGO
The new Riverside brand identity roll out seeks to create a modern yet timeless brand that serves as a strong place
identifier for Riverside.
As a place identity, the brand logo needs to be easily recognizable but still allow for the marketable attributes of
Riverside to be the brand “heroes”. It also needs to capture the essence of both Riverside Park and Riverside
Industrial City Improvement Districts (CIDs), who have been instrumental in driving the operational success of the
place.

RIVERSIDE ONE BRAND ROLL-OUT
DEVELOPMENT OF THE RIVERSIDE CID LOGO

• The role of the CID as driver, operator and
custodian of Riverside – the place remains
the base upon which all place activation,
management and growth rests.

LOGO VARIATIONS

RIVERSIDE ONE BRAND ROLL-OUT
APPLICATION OF THE RIVERSIDE BRANDING

LESSONS LEARNED
• Importance of having a shared vision for the place and giving it an identity
to differentiate it through a place-marketing strategy.
• Involving the Precinct community in formulating the vison and marketing
strategy and taking the board along with you in the finalisation thereof.
• Marketing strategy and planning process is distinct from the branding and
roll-out thereof.
• The custodians of the branding and roll-out process must have played a
role in the establishment of the strategy, embrace it and take full
responsibility for the implementation thereof.
• The roll-out of the brand has given the Precinct a refreshed and energized
spirit.

ANY QUESTIONS WELCOME

